Moor Trees News
Creating native woodland

autumn 2016

Director Graham Burton brings us up to date
At the time of writing we had just received the contracts for this
i te s t ee pla ti g f o Natu al E gla d - at last! Under the
original Defra timetable these should have been sent out in July
but the Government called a halt to all such activity until after
the EU referendum. Work was only allowed to start again when
the minister announced that they would be honouring agrienvironment payment systems until 2020. Natural England was
allowed to work on the funding again and so here we are.
The planting sites this winter will be: near Drewsteignton; on the edge of the Avon
valley near Loddiswell; adjacent to Scorriton and just outside Hennock. Details will
be supplied on the web site following our site planning visits.
The re-wilding issue is still very much alive. See page 6 of this newsletter for a report on a seminar held under the auspices of the Dartmoor Society at Meldon. The
Facebook page, Rewilding Dartmoor, is worth following if you wish to keep up
with the debate, but I think that for us this will be evolution, not revolution: a little
removal of subsidy here, a landowner initiative there. Other, wilder, parts of the
UK will lead on this well before Dartmoor sees substantial progress. The Dartmoor
Commons factor is still a substantial barrier to be overcome.
However, some smaller changes may creep in, such as the expansion of beaver or
wild boar into the National Park, though even here there may still be resistance
from some landowners as the recent
ou t o ea e s, ad e tised a
estate owner in Somerset, proves.
Lynx are also unlikely for the foreseeable future, however much we might
like to see them ourselves.
After 16 years, some of the early plantings by Moor Trees are starting to look like
proper woodland so on page 7 we have some recent photos showing how those
cold, wet Sundays in January have blossomed into thriving, biodiverse, natural forests. And all thanks to our volunteers! If you think someone you know might be
interested, show them the pictures and encourage them to join in.
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We enjoyed a totally new venue for
this year s AGM
which took place on
a beautiful sunny
day on 25th September: Devon
Wildlife Trust s
Woodah Farm situated in stunning
countryside on the edge of Dartmoor in the Teign valley.
From 10:30 onwards the 20 or so attendees drifted in and chatted over coffee
and biscuits. The AGM is always a good
oppo tu it to at h up ith ea h
other.
The meeting was chaired by Dr Janet
Cotter, chair of Moor Trees Council of
Management. Firstly the minutes of last
ea s AGM e e app o ed u a iousl , as e e the Di e to s epo t
and accounts. A resolution to approve
Deep Blue Accountants as independent
e a i e of Moo T ees a ou ts as
also approved.
Moor Trees Director Graham Burton
outlined the current state of Moor
Trees finances which are buoyant. Graham also outlined the probable planting
sites for this coming planting year (see
Di e to s ‘epo t page . It see s e
are going to be busy!
This was followed by the election of the
Committee of Management (trustees)
We were sorry to lose Matt Underwood

Paul Harrison was at this year’s AGM
who had decided to stand down. He was
thanked for all his hard work on the
Council of Management. The rest of the
existing trustees stood again plus Naomi
Wisbey and Tom Murphy, regular volunteers with Moor Trees, were voted on to
the committee
It was agreed that the annual individual
membership subscription should remain
at £15.
The formal meeting was brought to a
close with the presentation of volunteer
certificates for number of hours volunteered (see below for the major achievers). Total number of volunteer hours
this year has amounted to an impressive
3787 hours!
The formal meeting was followed by a
very interesting and informative presentation by Tom Murphy who outlined the
research he did last year, in conjunction
with Moor Trees, for his BSc degree in
environmental science with Plymouth
University on the stress and growth of
Moor Trees saplings planted at Howton
Down (Seale Hayne). This was followed
with a short question and answer session
After a delicious buffet lunch provided
by Sue Burton we went seed collecting in
the surrounding countryside. Then we
returned for more refreshments, to say
our goodbyes and to present Sue with a
bay tree to thank her for all her hard
work in providing the refreshments.

Major certificates of achievement for volunteering
500 hours or more
Jon Covey (600)
400 hours or more
John Burden (440)
200 hours or more
Robin Lee (230), Paul Harrison (200)

Tom Murphy explains the research he did last year

Members chat over lunch

After lunch we went seed collecting

A final chat over tea before heading home

100 hours or more
Tim Ferry (185), Phil Warren (175), Andy Marjason (165),
Naomi Wisbey (150), Claire Truscott, (145), Jill Broom (135),
Chris Curry (125), Tom Murphy (100),
50 hours or more
Judith Allen (90), Sam Pilbrow (75), Ellie Standen (75), Colin
Shazell (65), Susan Widlake (55), Janet Cotter (50)
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Graham Burton continues his series on native trees with a look at the
Hazel tree (coryllus avellana)
slender shoots from its base. It is ideal
for coppicing, or cutting near the base
to encourage further multiple shoots.
Trees can reach a height of 12m,
where it can live for up to 80 years,
but if coppiced they can live for several hundred years.

The English name
for the
Nothing says spring in the countryside
tree and
ore tha the yello la s tails of
its nut is
the hazel catkin. They appear in
derived
hedges and woodlands any time from
from the
Hazel nuts
February in mild winters around the
Anglolower edges of Dartmoor to well into Saxon haesel knut; haesel meaning cap
March at higher elevations. From
or hat, referring to the cap of leaves
various pollen analysis studies it is
on the nut on the tree.
estimated that Slip Shell, as it is
sometimes called, has been growing
Value to wildlife
on Dartmoor since around 7500 BC
In managed woodland where hazel is
and would have been found over
coppiced, the open wildflower-rich
most parts of the moor.
habitat supports many species of butBoth the male catkins, yellow from the
pollen they hold, and female flowers,
tiny red tufts,
are found on
the same
tree, although
they must be
pollinated by
pollen from
other hazel
trees. They
Hazel catkins
appear before the
oval, hairy
and toothed
leaves which
turn a
golden yellow in the
autumn. The
Female hazel flowers
female flowers develop into oval
fruits, which hang in groups of one to
four. They mature into a nut with a
woody shell surrounded by a cup of
leafy bracts (modified leaves).
Hazel is a very important tree in the
woodland understorey, growing tall
and thin under the main canopy of
oaks and ash, often sending up many

terfly, particularly fritillaries. Coppiced
hazel also provides shelter for groundnesting birds such as the yellowhammer and willow warbler.
Bees find it difficult to collect hazel
pollen and can only gather it in small
loads. This is because the wind pollinated hazel has pollen that is not
sticky and actually repels one grain
against another.
The tree is particularly closely associated with the hazel dormouse. Not
only are hazel nuts used by dormice to
fatten up for hibernation, but in spring
the leaves are a good source of caterpillars, which they also eat.

Dormouse

Mythology and folklore
Hazel wands and poles have long been
regarded as having mystical abilities;

the ancient druids used to carry staffs
made from hazel poles and to this day
water diviners will use wands of hazel.
On Dartmoor these diviners were used
to locate sources of water and more
importantly metallic lodes hidden
deep in the ground.
If at first light on May Day someone
cut a hazel wand and then with it drew
a circle around themselves this would
e su e a ea s p ote tio agai st
piskies , e il a d adde ites. It as
strongly believed that once the summer jam had been made it was vital to
stir it with a hazel stick to ensure that
the piskies did t steal it. The e as
also a sa i g that so e e e do ells
could do with a, “drap o azel oil on is
yead“, hazel oil being another name
for a cudgel made from a hazel root.

How we use hazel
The technique of coppicing, mentioned above, produces many long
thin poles which historically had many
uses. Traditionally, one seventh of a
coppice wood is harvested every seven
years, so that there is a continuous
supply of poles.
Hazel poles can be put to countless
uses, due to two important properties.
They can be split lengthways, and bent
sharply without breaking. This makes
them extremely useful for weaving
into various frameworks. From Neolithic times onwards, woven frames of
hazel, known as 'wattle', have been
used as the basis for wattle and daub
housing
The poles have also been used for
thatching spars, net stakes, water divining sticks, hurdles and furniture,
baskets, and the frames of coracle
boats.
In folk medicine: to clear a stubborn
cough, finely powder the nuts and mix
with water and honey: the leaves can
be used in teas to treat such ailments
as varicose veins, circulatory problems, and fevers.
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Moor Trees
Seeing the wood for the timber
Dr Janet Cotter considers how the management of a woodland for wildlife is different from management for timber production.

We are often asked why and how management of a woodland for wildlife is different from managing for timber
production. Here are some of the key differences.
Ancient (pre 1600) woodlands are special. There are veteran trees (some of which may be
centuries old), dead wood, specialist woodland flowers, other plants, fungi and animals. The
soils too are woodland soils, fed nutrients each year by falling leaves. All these characteristics
take time to form. A young wood will have some of these characteristics, but these and othe s ill de elop slo l o e se e al e tu ies. That s hat Moor Trees hopes for when we
create our new woodlands - that some day they will become ancient woodlands. Ancient
woodland can be sensed and felt: gnarled trees covered with moss and lichen, ferns in damp
places, cool and still.
Ancient (pre 1600) woodlands are special
Most ancient woodlands in the UK are semi-natural as they have been managed by people in
the past, e.g. by coppicing, and some continue to be coppiced as part their management for
wildlife. This is because in a natural forest, there would have been sunlit openings in the wood
created by natural disturbance such as trees falling or large grazing animals. Coppicing mimics
this structure and can be maintained by the woodland manager without grazing. Nowadays,
ancient woodlands survive only as small fragments, so sometimes these openings are artificially created by conservation groups. In Moor Trees projects, we often leave areas unplanted to enable such clearings to be an integral part of the wood.
Coppiced wood

An ancient wood that is left to nature or managed for wildlife is also very different in other ways from a wood managed for timber, even if the timber wood is composed of native species. That is because, to produce good
quality timber, trees are planted close together so they grow directly upwards with long single st aight t u ks. The a e ofte of the sa e o si ila age as the e all ee pla ted at
the same time. There are few older trees, as once trees reach a certain maturity they are
harvested. In short, this means there is little structural diversity in a wood managed for timber. It is this structural diversity, and the imperfections that come with age, that are important to wildlife. Fallen branches leave behind fissures and hollows on the tree, which can
become home to an array of wildlife such as insects and birds. In a timber-managed wood,
there is little dead wood, either standing or on the woodland floor. This dead wood again is
important for wildlife; think of a woodpecker hammering the bark of a standing dead tree to
In a wood managed for timber trees are
planted close together so they grow directly get a juicy meal of whatever insects might lie beneath the bark. Woodlands are complex
ecological systems that need all their components to fully benefit wildlife.
upwards with long straight trunks
This is not to say that native timber woodlands are not without wildlife value. They do provide some of the benefits of a woodland
a aged fo ildlife, ut the o je ti e of p odu i g good ualit ti e ea s the a t p o ide all the e efits. The do, however, support many more ecological interactions than non-native conifer plantations, which are of limited value to wildlife outside
of their natural ranges.
I Moo T ees isio see http://www.moortrees.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Moor-Trees-2015-New-Vision.pdf), we envisage a Wild Heart of Dartmoor that is predominantly wooded and largely shaped by natural processes, but with low density grazing. Managed native woodlands, including timber (or working) woodlands would form part of the mosaic surrounding our Wild
Heart. Working native woodlands certainly have a place on Dartmoor, and would benefit the local economy by supplying high
quality, sustainable timber, such as oak, which is in high demand.
I think we would all like to see more native timber woodlands and fewer coniferous plantations, especially in our National Parks,
ut do t let us thi k of ti e oodla ds as ei g as i h as oodla ds a aged fo iodi e sit . We eed to eate the a ient
forests of the future. That means. to maximise the value of Moor Trees newly created woodlands for wildlife, we need to let
natural processes dominate as much as we possibly can.
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Nursery manager John Covey has been pulling his hair out!
Moor
Trees'
volunteers
and staff have been
busy since mid-August
collecting and processing seed for the 14 native broadleaved tree
species we grow.
Rowan and field maple
have produced plenty of
seed this year. Hopefully
there will be a good germination rate resulting in a
large number of healthy
saplings in the spring of
next year.
Rowan in particular has had
a succession of poor seed
producing years since 2012.
But this autumn the rowan
trees have been laden with
berries, so we have made
the most of it and collected
and processed as much as
we can, in the hope that we
can replenish our dwindling
stock next year.
In contrast, there were very
few hazel nuts this year.
We collected only just over
1000 nuts this autumn
compared to a bumper
crop of over 4000 in 2015.
Germination rate is very
low for hazel nuts.

We have collected our
seeds mainly from Hembury woods, woodland
around Blackadon Tor,
woods at Newbridge and
Deeper Marsh, Dunsford
and Andrew's wood. The
seed collected was then
processed, partially dried,
weighed, re-hydrated,
mixed with sand and compost in a ventilated container and stored in my
fridge!
The seed sown in trays that
will germinate next spring
will probably be big enough
to be planted out in our
nursery beds during April,
May and June and over the
following six months will
often grow to above knee
height.
A very welcome visitor to
Broadley early in August
was Bea Campbell who, ran
the Broadley nursery (as
well as many other aspects
of Moor Trees) until she
left the area a few years
ago. Typically it was a wet
and windy afternoon! But a
fine time was had in the
hut processing some early
wild cherry and hornbeam
that Bea had collected from
Epping Forest near where
she now lives. We all had a
good natter over plenty of

The Broadley Tuesday volunteers with special guest Bea Campbell
(2nd from right)

tea and homemade cake!

off every single tree!
Naught but definitely not
nice! These trees will be
fine; they'll recover and regrow and become strong
specimens for our future
planting sites. But come on
Bambi, have a heart: the
nursery manager is pulling
his hair out in frustration!!

In complete contrast, some
very unwelcome visitors
have moved in next door to
Broadley nursery: Bambi
and friends have been
around for dinner most
nights. Oh dear! Interestingly, rather than graze
randomly here and there
on tree
foliage as
deer normally do,
they have
systematically gone
through
all the
beds of
the first
year trees
and eaten Processing cherry and wild hornbeam that Bea had
the tops brought from the Epping Forest

If you would like to volunteer:
...at Broadley nursery, near Diptford, Tuesday afternoons 12:30
to 5:00 contact Jon on 07792 359260
...all day Sundays, 11.00 to 5.00 , at a variety of sites and with a
minibus from Plymouth, text Brian on 07816 633455
...or email volnews@moortrees.org
The Moor Trees stand at the Freshers Volunteering Fair recruiting student volunteers
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Moor Trees News
Recently the Dartmoor Society held a debate on rewilding in the
Dartmoor context. Janet Cotter was there.

On 29th O to er, the Dart oor So iety hosted a de ate e titled ‘etur of the Wild oods? Is ‘e ildi g the Future for Dart oor? held at Meldo Village Hall. A out
people atte ded, i ludi g se eral fro Moor Trees.
The format was two sets of talks, each with different aspects and viewpoints, from conservationists to Dartmoor
commoners, with plenty of room for discussion in between (and a fantastic lunch!).
Not about wolves
Fo the fi st hou , the e as talk of ol es. Ho e e , it as soo dis o e ed that this as t hat a o e ea t he talki g
a out e ildi g i the Da t oo o te t! A
a , the ol es ould t e happ – Dartmoor is too small for the large territory
they need. After this, the discussion settled down into what possibilities might there be for a wilder Dartmoor.

Philosophy and practices of conservation
Talks included one on the philosophy and practices of conservation, with the growing awareness of the shift from a conservation/preservation paradigm towards one centred around the ecological restoration of nature – and perhaps this is a good definition of rewilding. Another conservation-orientated talk gave examples of rewilding projects – both large and small, urban and
rural - from across the UK (more at http://www.rewildingbritain.org.uk/), including Moor Trees! The rewilding of people was
also discussed, that is, the re-connection of people with nature. Access to, and interaction with, nature benefits people in
many ways, and there is concern that children do not have this contact with nature in the same way that their parents or
grandparents did.

Farming on Dartmoor
One talk from a Dartmoor commoner talked of the centuries old tradition of livestock farming on Dartmoor (although this refers to summer grazing as the practice of keeping sheep on the moor all year is relatively recent), creating the landscape and
giving a sense of place and belonging. There was recognition that Dartmoor was overgrazed in the 1970s and 80s. However,
since the introduction of agri-environmental schemes, the grazing was much less. Currently, 1,800 commoners are registered,
but only 120 are actively grazing their livestock. The agri-environmental schemes could be quite divisive between commoners
as they required agreement between commoners. Nevertheless, the income provided by these schemes was good for the local
economy as a whole.

Archaeology of Dartmoor
The archaeology of Dartmoor was of particular concern with regard to rewilding – with over 8,000 years of culture, ranging
from Neolithic remains to more recent remains such as those from tin mining. Because of the reduced grazing, some of these
remains were in danger of being covered by gorse and grass.

The Moor Trees isio
Graham Burton, our Director, was invited to say a few words about the vision of Moor Trees, and, after putting the wolf to bed
so to speak said that the e as ot o e si gle solutio fo the hole of Da t oo , ut outli ed ou isio fo a Wild Hea t of
Da t oo , ith a %
,
ha o e a ea of the pa k p edo i a tl shaped
atu e, ut ith so e g azi g of li esto k
(more at http://www.moortrees.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Moor-Trees-2015-New-Vision.pdf).
The discussions were good natured, in contrast to the heated debate expected by many! Importantly, there was almost a consensus that perhaps not all of Dartmoor needed to be grazed, and that there is, possibly, some space for a more mixed landscape – one with areas left for regeneration of trees. There was a feeling that more of a mixed landscape would not only benefit biodiversity, but perhaps also people. People enjoyed the woodlands on Dartmoor as much as the open views.

Decline in biodiversity
O e of the issues aised as the ala i g de li es i UK iodi e sit oted
epo ts su h as the e e t “tate of Natu e eport (downloadable from http://www.wildlifetrusts.org/stateofnature16) – caused predominantly by agriculture and climate
change. This not only highlighted the need to give some space to biodiversity, but also raised the intriguing possibility that, if
Da t oo Natio al Pa k as ade a oasis fo oth hu a s a d iodi e sit , it ould e o e a g ee je el of the UK a d
e o e fa ed fo this, att a ti g o e a d e tou ists…No the e s a isio fo the futu e!
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How are the Moor Trees’ woodlands doing?

Very well as you can see from these pictures of some of our older plantations

Same view of Wedlake in autumn 2016
Wedlake in 2008

Courtgate Orchard in 2014
(planted in 2006)

Scorriton Down in April 2016
(planted 2003)

Middle Heltor Farm in autumn 2016 (planted in 2005)

Lost in the Forest
Lost in the forest, I broke off a dark twig
and lifted its whisper to my thirsty lips:
maybe it was the voice of the rain crying,
a cracked bell, or a torn heart.
Something from far off it seemed
deep and secret to me, hidden by the earth,
a shout muffled by huge autumns,
by the moist half-open darkness of the leaves.
Wakening from the dreaming forest there, the hazel-sprig
sang under my tongue, its drifting fragrance
climbed up through my conscious mind
as if suddenly the roots I had left behind
cried out to me, the land I had lost with my childhood—
and I stopped, wounded by the wandering scent.
Pablo Neruda
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